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This Preparation Workbook is not intended as exhaustive preparation for a CPI test.
It is provided to assist candidates in their own self-paced and reflective study prior to a test.
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Outline
Section

Description

1. NAATI and the
NAATI certification
system

In this section, participants learn about NAATI and the NAATI
certification system to help them understand how this training
course supports them to achieve certification.

2. The CPI Test

In this section, participants learn about the format of the NAATI CPI
test, including the length, structure and number of tasks, and the
skills that are assessed.

3. Meaning Transfer

In this section, participants learn the definition of meaning transfer
and what good meaning transfer looks like in interpreting, including
how to recognise and fix meaning transfer problems. Participants
learn about how this skill is assessed in the CPI test and what is
required to pass. They will analyse their own meaning transfer and
make improvements.

4. Consecutive
Technique

In this section, participants learn about what is meant by consecutive
mode in interpreting and what is good consecutive technique.
Participants learn about how this skill is assessed in the CPI test and
what is required to pass. They will analyse their own consecutive
technique and make improvements.

5. Managing
Interaction

In this section, participants learn about what good techniques are
required for managing interpreting interactions. Participants learn
about how this skill is assessed in the CPI test and what is required to
pass. They will analyse their own interaction management and make
improvements.

6. Speaking Skills

In this section, participants learn about what good speaking skills are
in interpreting. Participants learn about how this skill is assessed in
the CPI test and what is required to pass. They will analyse their own
speaking skills and make improvements.

7. English and
Language
Proficiency

In this section, participants will learn about the level of English and
Language required to pass a NAATI CPI test. They will learn how to
prepare for the test dialogue using the brief to anticipate language
features. They will analyse their own English and LOTE Language
produced whilst interpreting.

8. Practice Test

In this section , participants will learn more about how the marking
rubric is applied to a CPI test dialogue, get ready for test day and
reflect on their own preparedness for the test. Tips to undertake a
self-practice test that simulates the CPI test are also provided.
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Section 1: Introduction – NAATI and the NAATI
certification system
Learning outcomes:
1.1 Understand the role of NAATI in the interpreting and translating industry
1.2 Understand NAATI pathways to certification
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What is NAATI?
NAATI is the National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters
NAATI is a not-for-profit company and the national standards and certifying authority for translators and
interpreters in Australia. It is the only organisation to issue certification to practitioners who wish to work in this
profession in Australia. Our certification system provides quality assurance and confidence to people who rely on
these services to participate effectively in our society.

Why do you want your NAATI certification?

Pathway to NAATI certification for interpreters
This document will assist you in your preparation to sit a Certified Provisional Interpreter (CPI) test. You
must have completed steps 1,2 and 3 before you can sit the test.

The CPI level certification tests interpreters on their skills in consecutive dialogue interpreting in general
(non-specialised, non-complex) settings.
What’s next? You will sit your CPI test. NAATI will send you your results within 10 weeks.
If you passed, NAATI will post you your NAATI Practitioner ID card and email you your certificate. Make sure
your details with us are up to date.
If you didn’t pass, you will need to reapply and re-sit the test. In some instances, you may be offered the
opportunity to sit a Supplementary Test, which will involve re-sitting only the task you failed.
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Section 2: The CPI Test

Learning outcomes:
2.1 Know what to expect when sitting the CPI test
2.2 Understand what skills are being marked
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Certified Provisional Interpreter (CPI) Test
Test Overview
The test is made up of 3 live role plays, two
face-to-face and one over the phone.

Face-to-face #1
15 min prep,
12 min interpreting

Preparation time
Before each task, the test supervisor will give
you a written ‘brief’ that explains the
interpreting situation. You have 15 minutes to
read this and prepare. You can use dictionaries
and the internet in that time, but you cannot
call or text anyone or ask anyone for help. You
can make notes and take them into the task
room, with your brief, but can’t take any notes
out of the task room.

Face-to-face #2
15 min prep,
12 min interpreting
Phone dialogue #1
15 min prep,
12 min interpreting

Role Plays

1hr 30 min

The test supervisor will escort you into the
Total
room where the Role-players are waiting. The
role play starts the moment you walk in.
There is an introduction, where you will be asked to introduce yourself as “the interpreter” to the LOTE
client. Please do not use your name. Then the English Role-player says, ‘Let’s start’. Each role play will last
about 10-12 minutes max.
This process happens for all 3 dialogues. The role plays are video recorded and assessed later. Examiners
will not be present in the test room with you.
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What is being tested?
Examiners are looking at the skills that interpreters need to provide quality interpreting. When they listen
to you interpret, they will ask themselves, “Would I have been satisfied if that was a real job?”
Think of a mentor interpreter you have seen in action. What impressed you about their interpreting?

Markers will assess each of these 6 skills for each dialogue. You need to be strong in all of them.

Which skills do you feel strongest in?

Which skills do you think you need to work on?
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How do you feel about the 15 minutes of preparation time? What do you think you will do in
that time?

Can you take notes before or during the test?

Can you take those notes out of the test? Why?

The whole test may take up to 1.5 hours, including preparation time. This might be split over a
few hours. How many minutes of recorded ‘testing’ will you do all together?
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What is NOT being assessed?
Briefing & Introductions
You have 15 minutes to prepare the brief, but this is not assessed, it is just part of the process
for you to interpret well. When you enter the room, or start the phone call, there is an
introduction section. This is not assessed. Different interpreters and different workplaces do
these things differently, so it is not being assessed. Markers will assess from when the English Roleplayer says “Let’s start”.

Body language, facial expressions, dress, fiddling, eye contact, posture
These are not directly assessed, but if they interfere with communication, they might be
marked down under one of those interpreting skills. For example, if the eye contact and body
language is very distracting for the speakers, that would be marked down under managing
interaction.

Different dialects
Policy A: Variations of the Spoken Language
Speakers of the same language sometimes use the language differently because of
their regional or social backgrounds. This can apply to the use and pronunciation of
words and grammar.
Candidates sitting an interpreter certification test must be able to understand
common regional and social variations within the language and make themselves
understood to speakers of these variations.
In the live role-play dialogue tasks, candidates should use strategies to make sure
they understand the speakers and their interpretations are understood by the
speakers.

Policy B: Use of English words in the LOTE
In some Languages Other Than English (LOTEs), English words, and in some cases
words from other languages, are regularly and commonly used and widely
understood.
In these situations, use of an English word will be accepted even if a LOTE word could
have been used to describe or express the same information.

Further Language Specific Information in available on the NAATI website.
https://www.naati.com.au/policies/language-policy-for-interpreting-tests/
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Think about the way you speak your language. Is it different from other speakers?

Do you have to change your dialect when you speak with some people?

Think about the potential Role-Players and how your language matches theirs, or if there are any
differences.
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Test Demonstration
Watch the videos of these (short) CPI dialogues, to get a feel for how the test role-plays run. Pay attention
to the skills from the tree diagram.

Face to Face dialogue – Indonesian example

Phone (remote) dialogue – Italian example

Having watched the videos, how you do feel about the test?
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Test Set-up
The introductions are NOT assessed, but it is good to understand what is expected of you, so you start the
role play feeling comfortable.

Face-to-face (F2F)
First, you get the briefing, for example:

Briefing

A LOTE-speaking person from the community, Jackie Brown, has just been robbed by a
group of youths in town. S/he is at the police station to report it. The police officer is taking
her/his statement. S/he has lost all her/his money and is upset.

You have 15 minutes to think about the information and
the language and type of conversation that will happen
between the two parties. You can use dictionaries or the
internet on your laptop or phone if you like. You cannot
call anyone.
When you walk into the test room, both Role-players will
already be there. There is no separate briefing with the
professional.
Act out the introductory section of the role play.
Police officer
(in English)
Interpreter

[To interpreter] Hello, I'm Constable Price. I'm going to be speaking with Jackie Brown. I
believe s/he has just been robbed.
Hi – I’m a [LOTE] interpreter.

(in English)
Interpreter

[To LOTE speaker] Hi – I will interpret for you and the police officer.

(in LOTE)
Jackie Brown

Yes, that’s good.

(in LOTE)
Police officer

Interpreter, you don’t need to interpret this next part.
All right, I'd just like you to interpret what we say to each other. If you need us to repeat
or to clarify something, just say so. Also, if one of us talks for too long, just ask us to pause
so that you can interpret.
Ok, let’s start.

Note –You don’t have to interpret the points about interrupting if they talk for too long, etc. If you want to,
you can. This part is not assessed. The assessed dialogue starts after ‘Let’s start’.
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Phone (Remote)
As per the F2F, you get the briefing, for example:

Briefing

A dentist, Mark/Mary Cole, is working at a local dental clinic. A LOTE-speaking person,
Danny Lemon, has had a check-up and the dentist is going to extract a tooth. The dentist
now needs to explain the procedure, including the use of local anaesthetic, and the followup care.

You have 15 minutes to think about the briefing and prepare for the role play.
For a phone dialogue, you will be on the phone and the
other two parties may be either together in a room or both
in different locations. When the phone rings, you will talk to
someone at the interpreting agency and then they will
connect you to the two role players. Again, there is no
separate briefing with the professional.

Act out the introductory section of the role play.

Interpreter

[Answer the telephone] Hello?

(in English)

(in English)

Hello interpreter. This is the interpreting agency. We have a telephone interpreting job
with a dentist, Mark/Mary Cole and a patient, Danny Lemon, who are at the dental clinic.
Are you available to do this job?

Interpreter

Yes – I am.

Booking officer

I’m now connecting you with Mark/Mary and Danny.
Booking officer
Dentist

Mark/Mary, I have the interpreter here. Please go ahead.
Hello, interpreter. I’d just like to confirm that you’re a [LOTE interpreter]?

(in English)
Interpreter

Dentist

Yes – I am a [LOTE] interpreter
Great. I’ve just done a check-up with Danny and we need to extract a tooth. I will be
explaining the procedure.
Interpreter, please go ahead and introduce yourself to Danny in [LOTE]

Interpreter

Hello Danny, I’m the interpreter. I will interpret for you and the dentist.

(in LOTE)
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Danny

Hello interpreter

(in LOTE)
Dentist

Interpreter, you don’t need to interpret this next part.
All right, I'd just like you to interpret what we say to each other. If you need us to repeat
or to clarify something, just say so. Also, if one of us talks for too long, just ask us to
pause so that you can interpret.
Ok, let’s start.
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Section 3: Meaning Transfer

Learning outcomes:
3.1 Understand the definition of meaning transfer
3.2 Able to recognise and fix meaning transfer problems when interpreting
3.3 Understand what is required to pass this skill in the NAATI CPI test
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Meaning Transfer
This is the first ethical principal for interpreters (Accuracy) and the first skill
that markers assess. An interpreter must transfer the meaning – the intent
and the content – in both directions, from English to the LOTE and from the
LOTE to English.
When you are interpreting the intent of a message, you are thinking about
how the speaker meant it – a question, a joke, a compliment, an insult, etc.
Make sure you transfer the emotion of the message too.
When you interpret content, you must think about:
• Distortions – are you changing the meaning of the message?
• Insertions – are you adding extra meaning?
• Omissions – are you leaving out meaning?
Interpreters have to interpret straight away. This is particularly hard if there is no direct translation. Strong
skills in Meaning Transfer also means:
• Clarifying words/expressions if there could be multiple meanings or it is unclear
• Correcting yourself if you make a mistake
The ability to transfer meaning accurately depends a lot on your language proficiency.

Tips
•

•
•

•
•

If you don’t know a word or expression, ask the speaker to clarify.
o The dialogues contain domain-specific terms and expressions, but nothing too technical.
You should know them, but if not, ask to clarify. It is better to clarify than to distort or omit
the meaning.
There will be English (and maybe LOTE) idioms in the dialogues. Make sure you interpret the
meaning, not the direct translation (e.g. don’t directly interpret ‘raining cats and dogs’)
If you are inaccurate, markers will think about whether it is a ‘major’ or ‘minor’ inaccuracy. Minor
means it is a small difference, it won’t change the overall understanding. Major means it will
seriously affect the dialogue and what the professional/client understands.
If you realise you’ve made a mistake, fix it! Self-correction, where necessary, will be assessed by
the Examiners.
Be careful with borrowing English words – only use English words in your LOTE interpretations
(without an explanation) if you know the English word is widely used and understood by LOTE
speakers.
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Exercise - Inaccuracies
Look at the original sentence. Do the interpretations a)-e) contain an omission, insertion, distortion or is it
accurate? Circle the right answer.

“I’m going to read it to you, and I want you to tell me if it is true or not.”
a)

I’m going to read it to you.

b)

I will tell you the story they wrote on this paper. Tell me if it is true.

(Omission – Insertion – Distortion – Accurate)

(Omission – insertion – distortion – accurate)

c)

I will tell you this story. Tell me it is true!

(Omission – Insertion – Distortion – Accurate)

d)

I will tell you their story they wrote down. Tell me if this story is true or lies. If they are lies, we can
fight these charges.
(Omission – Insertion – Distortion – Accurate)

How would you interpret the original sentence?

Now try a more difficult one!

“I need to find a job to keep the missus off my back.”
a) I’m looking for a job

(Omission – Insertion – Distortion – Accurate)

b) I want to find a job so I can give money to my wife. (Omission – Insertion – Distortion – Accurate)
c) My wife wants me to get a job, so I’m looking for one.
(Omission – Insertion – Distortion – Accurate)
d) I need to find work. Then my wife will be happy. (Omission – Insertion – Distortion – Accurate)
e) I haven’t been working, but I want to find work, then my wife will stop annoying me.
(Omission – Insertion – Distortion – Accurate)
How would you interpret the original sentence?

!! Check your answers in the Answer Key at the end of this workbook !!
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Exercise - Idioms
Match these idioms to their meaning. How would you say the idiom in your LOTE.

Idiom

Matches with

Rip off
A coldie
On the same page
Paid peanuts
Giving him a run for
his money

English

LOTE

A beer
Little pay
Making him work
hard
Thinking the same
way
Too expensive

Exercise – Technical words
Here is a list of common words from Centrelink. How would you interpret them –borrow the word, use a
LOTE word, explain, borrow and explain, borrow and ask Centrelink officer to clarify?

Centrelink
Terms

Borrow/LOTE/Explain/
Borrow+explain/Borrow+clarify

In LOTE

(Report)
earnings
Spouse
If your
circumstances
change

Eligible
BasicsCard
NewStart
Failure
Employer
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Video Demonstration – self-correction
Watch the demonstration video. What is the difference between the two examples in this video?

Exercise – 2-way Meaning Transfer Practice
Record yourself interpreting a pre-recorded dialogue.
Then listen back, checking against the script for accuracy. Spot the difference! Think about whether there
were any ‘major’ or ‘minor’ inaccuracies. Note borrowed words you used – was it ok to borrow?
Make a list of mistakes and how you would do it better next time.
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Section 4: Consecutive Technique

Learning outcomes:
4.1 Understand what consecutive mode is in interpreting
4.2 Know what good consecutive techniques are
4.3 Understand what is required to pass this skill in the NAATI CPI test
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Consecutive Technique
Consecutive mode of interpreting means the interpreter must wait for
the speaker to stop or pause before interpreting, as opposed to
simultaneous interpreting, when they interpret at the same time as the
speaker speaks. Both face-to-face and telephone dialogues need to be
in the consecutive mode.
For the consecutive mode of interpreting, ‘good technique’ means you:
✓ Interpret in the 1st person, not reported speech
✓ Interpreting into the right language (not getting confused
about which language to use)
✓ Start interpreting quickly after each speaker finishes or pauses
✓ Avoid ‘false starts’ (interpreter starts speaking then stops and restarts another way)
✓ Have a good memory so you can remember a whole idea

Tips
•

Long segments – each dialogue has some extralong segments to force you to cut in. You don’t have
to wait. If you have an amazing memory and you don’t need to, you won’t be penalised, but most
interpreters will need to.

•

Memory – practise techniques that work for you.

•

Note-taking – only take notes if it helps. If it slows you down, and you are slow to start interpreting,
don’t bother.

Memory Techniques
Different interpreters use different techniques to help their memory.
• Visualisation – try to see the picture in your head as the speaker speaks.
• Emotional response – when you listen, try to feel surprised by details. You remember things better
if you feel emotions in reaction to the information. It helps you concentrate because you are
interested.
• Predicting what people will say – rely on context and predict what makes sense. Interpreters who
have good general knowledge, good knowledge of the context (maybe lots of experience with
those jobs or thorough preparation before the job) can guess what people will say.
• Note-taking – develop a system to take notes quickly that help your interpreting. This needs to be
developed over time. Create quick symbols for common words (e.g. $ for money, ↑ for
higher/more)
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Exercise – 50 word chunks
Work on your listening skills and memory. Listen to a recording or someone reading a long chunk of speech
3 times. After each pass, repeat back the whole meaning (you don’t have to use the same words). Practice
memorising long chunks over 3 passes.

•
•
•

1st pass – remember the big ideas and linking words between them (but, or, however, and)
2nd pass – concentrate on details
3rd pass – check and correct

Example – Harmony Day (78 words) https://youtu.be/cJqq58YQtYA21

Transcript:
March is Harmony Day. It’s a day when we celebrate our differences and recognise what
unites us as Australians. It’s a day when orange becomes the team colour and says, ‘together
we will achieve great things’. It’s a day when we all show more than just respect for each
other. It’s a day when we not only feel the harmony, we can see and hear it. Above all, it’s a
day when we celebrate that everyone belongs.
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Section 5: Managing Interaction

Learning outcomes:
5.1 Understand what interaction management is in interpreting
5.2 Know what good interaction management techniques are
5.3 Understand what is required to pass this skill in the NAATI CPI test
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Managing Interaction
Do you manage interaction issues with the speakers politely, efficiently and at the right time?
This skill is about how you manage the interaction and coordinate communication. An interpreter should
manage interactional issues politely as soon as the issue happens, without taking too long to explain.
Think about how you do these things:
• cutting-in politely when segments are too long
o
e.g. “Sorry, may I interpret here…”, raising hand.
o
For telephone interpreting, it must be done orally
• clarifying expressions or words
• asking for repeats
• managing overlapping talk
• self-correcting (“Sorry, I made a mistake…”)
• explaining interaction issues to both speakers

Tips
•

The dialogues have extra-long segments to force you to cut in.

•

Asking for repeats – You will get marked down if requests for repeats are excessive or interrupt
the flow of communication. Be specific when asking for a repeat – if you only forgot a little
piece of information, ask the speaker to repeat that bit rather than the whole segment.

•

Each dialogue also has an ‘interactional management issue’ to resolve (e.g. mumbling or rustling
papers, overlapping speech).

•

Get feedback from someone you trust- are you ‘polite’ (culturally subjective concept!)? Efficient
(don’t take too long)? Is your timing right?

•

Don’t OVER manage the interaction (making it longer than it needed to be)

Personal reflection – what did you do and say?
Write what you do with body language or what you say to handle these interaction issues:

Speaker spoke for too long
You didn’t understand
You didn’t remember
You made a mistake
Speakers talked over each
other (overlapping speech)
There was a
misunderstanding due to
cultural reasons
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Exercise – Cutting in and Repeats

Ask a friend to read from the newspaper or the transcript of a speech (in
English), cut in and repeat the message in English (shadowing). Focus on
picking a good time and way of cutting in. Practice face-to-face and then
over the phone.
Extra challenge...
•

Cut in and interpret (instead of English shadowing)

With a LOTE speaker, practice the same exercise with the LOTE as the source language

Exercise – Repetitions video
What is wrong with the first request for a repeat?

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
Why is the second way better?

Is there another way?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

!! Check your answers in the Answer Key at the end of this workbook !!
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Video critique – good and bad technique
Watch the videos below on each technique and make comments about how the interpreter handles these
issues.

Face to Face
V3 Cutting in

V7- Repeat request

V1 – Self-correction

V6 – Side conversation
(opinion)

V4 - Speech overlap

Phone Interpreting
V9 – Cutting in

V9 - speech overlap
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Role play - Interaction Management
Set-up a role play with two difficult speakers – a doctor and patient. Their role is to create interaction
issues for the interpreter to manage! Practice F2F and over the phone.

Long
chunks

Overlapping
speech

Mumbling/
coughing
Cultural
misunderstanding

Ask
opinion

Slang
Talk to
interpreter not
speaker

Technical
terms

Image: TAFE SA
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Section 6: Speaking Skills

Learning outcomes:
6.1 Understand what good speaking skills are in interpreting
6.2 Understand what is required to pass this skill in the NAATI CPI test
6.3 Develop self-awareness of own speech habits through self-assessment
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Speaking Skills
You need to show you can use your voice well for the situation.

•

Think about how your voice sounds:
• Voice projection: Appropriate volume of voice for environment. Can you be heard
by all participants in the conversation? Avoid speaking too loudly or too quietly
• Pronunciation: Clarity of speech. Be careful of mumbling/unclear speech
• Fluency of delivery: Sentences are structured correctly for the language and
smoothly without frequent pauses. Be wary of slow delivery, or speaking too fast
Intonation: appropriate for setting (emotion of your voice)

Be careful of hesitating too much, like saying ‘ummm’ a lot

Tips
•
•

For the telephone dialogue you may need to be louder and extra clear.
These skills can be hard to assess yourself. Make a video recording of yourself and play back. Ask
someone you trust to give you honest feedback.

Warm up
Do these exercises to help with clear pronunciation.

•

Make your face as small and squished as possible, then make it as BIG as possible (open your
eyes/mouth/raise eyebrows)

•

Push your tongue around the inside of your mouth in a circle

•

Mouth the words to ‘Happy birthday’ slowly and deliberately, without making a sound, as if
someone was trying to do lip-reading

Practice – Intonation - Emotions talking
The cat is sitting on top of the car.
Say the same sentence with different emotions: Angry / surprised / suspicious / excited
Say the sentence 5 times, each time emphasizing a different word – cat / is / sitting / on top / car.
Think about how you would emphasise important information in the translation into your language.
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Practice – Do I sound like that?
Record yourself doing the following exercises

•

Exercise 1 - Talk for 1 minute about what you did yesterday

•

Exercise 2 - Set up 2 phones in different rooms. Talk into one for 1 minute about what you
want to do on the weekend and record the other phone with it on speakerphone.

Checklist

Volume

Pronunciation

Speed

Ums

Intonation

Exercise 1
Exercise 2
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Section 7: English & Language Proficiency

Learning outcomes:
7.1 Understand the level of English proficiency expected in a NAATI CPI test
7.2 Understand the level of LOTE proficiency expected in a NAATI CPI test
7.3 Know how to prepare for the CPI test dialogues based on the brief
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English and LOTE Competency
Interpreters need deep knowledge of both languages to understand messages fully and immediately, and
then interpret accurately straight away. Not just a level to have a conversation. The easiest way to think
about this level of proficiency is if it sounds ‘natural’ to a native speaker and is easy to understand.
For both languages you should keep up to date and keep working on all parts of language knowledge, but
especially for your second language:

•
•

•

•
•

Good grammar (not making mistakes)
Good lexicon
o Vocabulary - particularly for common interpreting jobs: health, basic legal, Centrelink
o Idioms – keep learning new ones and think about how to translate (equivalent or meaning)
o Metaphor & euphemism – know what they really mean!
o Beware of:
▪ borrowed words – do all language speakers use and understand the word?
▪ False friends – words that sound the same in the 2 languages, but have different
meanings
Understand pragmatics
o The right way to speak (or use body language) for the situation, for what you are trying to do.
▪ E.g. agree or disagree, ask a question, show you understand, wind up a phone
conversation, interrupt or take turns in a conversation,
o Register and style - knowing how and when your language should be formal/informal, polite,
funny, friendly.
o Implied meaning – there is more meaning behind the words, that you know from context
▪ E.g. Someone might ask “Do you want to go get a coffee?” when really they mean they
want to go somewhere and talk in private, whether they want coffee or not.
Language varieties: knowledge of common dialects, regional differences.
Language trends: words that are ‘old fashioned’, how young people speak, new expressions, new
taboos.
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Tips
•

•
•
•
•

The dialogues will not be very complicated, but they will have common terminology related to
each domain (e.g., police dialogues will still use common words like ‘charge’ and ‘arrest’, health
might use ‘immunisation’, etc.). They also include some idioms that fluent speakers should know,
and you can’t just translate literally.
English Variety – aim for Standard Australian English.
Use the preparation time to think about words that might be used in that situation.
Be careful about ‘borrowing’ too many English words into your interpretation.
If you are not sure about the meaning, ask for clarification.

Exercise – Flexibility – Cloze Test
Practice predicting what speakers might say.. Read the sentence and fill the gap as many ways as possible
– with one or a few words. Try to come up with at least 5 ways of filling the blank.

David wants to ________ the car ready for tomorrow.
Now try completing these ‘fill the gap’ sentences whilst listening, not reading. Ask someone to read you
the lines, saying ‘blank’ for the missing section and come up with 2 alternatives for each sentence.

1. When I got onto the bus the driver __________ my ticket
2. He doesn’t want his kids to _____________ in the playground
3. You will go in the front door of the hospital and _____________ the reception on the left.
4. Do you think __________ will change the judge’s decision?

!! Check your answers in the Answer Key at the end of this workbook !!
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Practice - Preparing a brief – Reporting a robbery (F2F dialogue)
Here is an example ‘Brief’ for a dialogue. Practice preparing your language for this scenario.

Briefing

A{LOTE}-speaking person, Jackie Brown, has just been robbed by a group of youths in
town. S/he is at the police station to report it. The police officer is taking her statement.
She is quite upset as she has lost all her money.

Here are some example notes. Add your own notes about your language translations.
(from brief) Robbed, youth, report, statement, lost (lit, without, didn’t lose it
Vocabulary
(police/robbery) herself), Group of youths – how many – affect pronouns? Boys/girls/mixed?

(Other police vocab) Stole, arrest, Charge, offender
(Language vocab)

Register, style,
dialect

Police - formal
Victim upset, accent/possible dialect variation?

Pragmatic goals

Police: Take statement, get whole story written down for report, help victim??
may lead to arrest,
Victim: report to police, get help, get money back, help to get home

Risks/challenges

Emotional client, might be distressing to interpret
May ask interpreter for help, look for support, money

Other notes

Client man or woman? Police man or woman?
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Practice – Preparing a brief – Dentist (Phone dialogue)
Here is an example ‘Brief’ for a dialogue. Practice preparing your language for this scenario.

Briefing

A dentist, Mark/Mary Cole, is working at a local dental clinic. A LOTE-speaking patient,
Danny Lemon, has had a check-up and the dentist is going to extract a tooth. The dentist,
Mark/Mary Cole, now needs to explain the procedure, including the use of local
anaesthetic, and the follow-up care.

Write your own notes below
(from brief)
Vocabulary

(Other dentist vocab)

(Language vocab)

Register, style,
dialect

Dentist

Patient

Pragmatic goals

Dentist

Patient

Risks/challenges

Other notes
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Section 8: Practice Test

Learning outcomes:
8.1 Understand how the marking rubric is applied to your test.

8.2 Analyse personal performance and reflect on readiness for testing.
8.3 Understand how test day, examining and issuing of results happens.
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Practice Test
If possible, you could set up a practice test at home so you can self-reflect on your readiness for the real
test. Sitting a practice test at home requires some preparation.
Where possible, practise 3 dialogues (2 face to face, 1 phone) as per the test. If you can only do 2, do 1
face-to-face and 1 phone dialogue one after the other, to practice having to concentrate for that length of
time.

Do a practice test

Record it

Watch the recording

Make notes about your performance

Assess yourself

Assess each skill

To set up a practice test, you will need:
• Some practice test dialogues (don’t read them yourself!). Your training provider may have some
practice dialogues to use.
• Role players (one English-speaking and one LOTE-speaking)
• Allow Role-players to prepare each dialogue
• Set up recording equipment (video for F2F, audio for phone)
Watch the recording of your practice test, one dialogue at a time
• Often, it’s best not to look at the written prompts, because the role players may not have followed it
exactly
• Just listen and make notes on a blank piece of paper about general impressions or mistakes you notice
Mark yourself
• You are not a trained examiner, so this is just to give you a rough answer to the questions “Would I
have passed?” or “What do I need to work on?”
• If you want a quick indication, listen back and think about the ‘Self-assessment questions’; or
• Use the guide on the back page, think about each of the 6 skills and give yourself a mark from 1
(excellent) to 5 (not suitable).
• Hopefully all your skills were either band 1 (excellent) or band 2 (good – some little mistakes).
• For any skills where you have given yourself a band 3 (OK – lots of little mistakes or one big mistake) or
lower score, you will need to work on these to pass the dialogue.
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Self-Assessment Questions
As you listen back to your practice test, ask yourself these questions and take notes

Checklist
 Did I interpret accurately?
 Was I quick to interpret?
 Did I use first person?
 Did it flow (didn’t stop and start too much)?
 Did I manage problems well?
 Did I speak loudly and clearly?
 Did I say ‘um’ a lot?
 Was my English good (‘natural’)?


Was my LOTE good (‘natural’, not too many English borrowings)?

NAATI marking indication
If you want to mark your practice dialogues more thoroughly, and understand the NAATI marking system,
think about your answers to the Self-assessment questions and check the Plain English tool on the back
page. Think about the band you would give yourself for each skill.
Note that you can’t be an impartial marker of your own test, and you haven’t been trained by NAATI to be
a marker, so this is just a way to understand if you are on track to passing the dialogues.
Interpreting Skills

a) Meaning
Transfer

b) Consecutive c) Managing
Technique
Interaction

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Am I ready for the test?

Language Proficiency

d) Speaking
Skills

e) English

f) Language

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Task
Result

Pass
/
Fail

Yes / No

What do I need to work on?
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Marking the test
For each dialogue, the markers will rate each of the 6 skills with a ‘band’ number, from 1 to 5.
The basic way to think of the bands is this:
Band
Skill Descriptor
1.
Excellent skills
2.
Good - some small mistakes
3.
Ok – lots of little mistakes, or one big mistake
4.
Not good – some skill, but lots of mistakes
5.
Not suitable – no skills in this area
The original rubric with the exact wording is available on the NAATI website. There is an introduction to
rubric marking in plain English on the back page of this Workbook that you can use to self-assess any
practice dialogues.

Levels Required to Pass a Dialogue
For each dialogue you need to get a 1 or 2 for each skill. For skills b) Consecutive Technique and c)
Managing Interaction, there is a little wiggle room. You can get a 3 in one of these, but not both.

a)

Meaning
Transfer
1
2
3
4
5

Pass
Fail

Interpreting Skills
b) Consecutive
c) Managing
Technique
Interaction
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

d) Speaking
Skills
1
2
3
4
5

Language Competency
e) English
f) Language
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Task
Result

Pass
/
Fail

Wiggle room

Passing the Test
You have to pass all 3 dialogues to pass the test.
F2F 1

F2F 2

Phone

Pass

NAATI will send you your results (via email) including the bands and comments for each skill of each of the 3
role plays. Markers will write comments that:
• Show why they chose a particular band
• Give non-exhaustive examples of mistakes from your test.

What happens if you don’t pass?
•
•
•

Remember that it is a hard test. Learn from the feedback and try again
If you fail one task, you can sit a supplementary test of that task (within 1 year)
If you fail two or all three tasks, you need to sit the whole test again
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Test Day
The day before
You need your brain at its best on test day. So…

Eat good food

Rest well

Get your things ready

Remember you can use dictionaries, glossaries and your phone or laptop for research during
preparation time. Have them ready to go.

Timeline on Test Day
You will complete your face-to-face (F2F) tasks first, followed by your Phone (remote) task.
This may vary depending on the number of Candidates and Role-players, but your Test Supervisor will
provide more information on the test day.

F2F 1
•15min prep
•10min interpret

Phone

F2F 2
•15min prep
•10min interpret

•15min prep
•10min interpret

Do’s and Don’ts

Test Room(s)
Paper, pen, water provided

Preparation Room
Paper, pen and water
provided
Do research
Do take notes
Don’t call/message/talk to
anyone

Introduction not assessed
Interpret accurately!
Clarify, cut-in and manage, as
necessary
Refer to notes from prep
time

After test
Remember confidentiality
Don’t talk about the
content of the dialogues
NAATI will send results
within 10 weeks

Take notes
No other resources allowed
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Relax!
How do you relax before a stressful job? Well, if you have any techniques, use them on any test nerves!
Experts say the more you get used to a technique, the better it works.
Here are a few relaxation techniques you might
like to try.
 Palming Technique
 Shut your eyes
 Cover with your hands, without
touching eyes
 Think about a relaxing place for 1
minute
 Positive Self-Talk
 “I am relaxed”
 “I will do my best”
 “I know what I’m doing”
 “I have already interpreted for lots of dialogues, this is just another one”
 Tense and release
 Feet flat on floor
 Hold under chair
 Pull the chair up and press feet down for 5 seconds
 Relax for 10 seconds
 Repeat
 Breathing exercises
 Put your hands on your tummy
 Take 5 slow breaths
 Feel your tummy go up and down
 Think about the air going in and out
Source: https://web.wpi.edu/Images/CMS/ARC/How_to_Reduce_Test_Anxiety.pdf, accessed 19/9/2019
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NAATI CPI Plain English Rubric Use Guide1
TRANSFER COMPETENCY
Band

a)

Ask:

Did they interpret the meaning
accurately and manage meaning
problems?
Omissions, insertions and distortions,
are they major or minor, manages
meaning transfer problems, correcting
mistakes

Look for:

1
Excellent
Nearly
always
2
Good
Mostly
3
Ok
Sometimes

4
Not yet
ready
Many
problems
5
Not
suitable
Not at all

1

Meaning Transfer

LANGUAGE COMPETENCY

b) Application of interpreting mode
(Consecutive)
Did they interpret quickly and smoothly
after each speaker?

c) Interactional management skills

d) Rhetorical Skills
(Speaking Skills)
Did they speak loudly and clearly?

e) English
f) LOTE Proficiency
Proficiency
Is their English-LOTE strong enough for
interpreting?

1st person, right language, quick to start
interpreting (no delay in starting, like
whilst note-taking) & no false starts.
(not simultaneous)

Polite and timely cutting-in, Efficient,
clear and polite requests to clarify or
repeat, manages side talk, etc. Keeps
both parties informed of issues.
Doesn’t over-manage.
Nearly always manages the interaction
between speakers well. Manages all
problems quickly and effectively.

Volume, pronunciation, intonation, speed
(fast or slow), hesitant speech, um (fillers).
(don’t include body language, e.g. distracting
gestures)

Naturalness, word choice, grammar, style,
register, knowledge of idiomatic expressions
(not using literal translations of idioms, for
example), borrowing into other language, etc.

Nearly always speaks with good volume, clear
pronunciation, fluent delivery, good tone.
Good flow. Style suits the context.

Strong speaker in English/LOTE, sounds natural.
Rare grammar mistakes or strange
(unidiomatic) word choices.

How well did they manage any
problems?

Nearly always interprets meaning
accurately– content and intent.
Skilfully manages problems around
meaning.
Interprets the meaning, with few minor
inaccuracies. Mostly able to manages
meaning transfer problems.
Interprets the meaning, but with several
minor and/or any major inaccuracies.
Sometimes manages meaning transfer
problems.

Nearly always uses good consecutive
interpreting techniques.
Quick to interpret.
Mostly uses good consecutive
interpreting techniques, with some
minor problems.
Uses good consecutive interpreting
techniques sometimes.

Mostly manages the interaction
between speakers well. Some minor
problems.
Sometimes manages interaction
between speakers well, but with
several problems.

Mostly speaks clearly with good volume.
Mostly good pace and tone. Speaking skills
suited the context. Some minor problems.
Sometimes shows good speaking skills, but
with several problems, maybe too quiet/loud,
hesitates or mumbles, etc.

Many minor and major omissions,
insertions and/or distortions. Rarely
manages meaning transfer problems.

Many problems when trying to use
consecutive interpreting techniques.

Many problems managing the
interaction between speakers.

Many problems with speaking skills, maybe
too quiet/loud, unclear, hesitates or
mumbles, etc.

Mostly speaks English/LOTE well, mostly sounds
natural. Few minor mistakes, but still easy to
understand.
Speaks Eng/LOTE quite well but with several
minor errors,
or any systemic errors,
or any mistakes that make it hard to
understand.
Speaks English/LOTE with many mistakes which
make it hard to understand or show big gaps in
knowledge of English/LOTE

Does not interpret accurately. Too many
unjustified major omissions, insertions
and/or distortions. Not able to handle
meaning transfer problems.

Doesn’t use consecutive interpreting
techniques.

Doesn’t manage the interaction
between speakers well or at all.

Speaking skills not good for the context, too
quiet/loud, fast/slow, hesitates, mumbles, or
unclear, etc.

Doesn’t speak English/LOTE well. Very many
mistakes which make it impossible to
understand.

This is an approved Plain English tool to assist NAATI examiners to use the CPI rubric. The CPI rubric is ultimate reference. It is available at https://www.naati.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Certified-Provisional-Interpreter-Assessment-Rubrics.pdf
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Answer key
Exercise – Inaccuracies
“I’m going to read it to you, and I want you to tell me if it is true or not.”
a)
b)
c)
d)

Omission
Accurate
Distortion
Insertion

“I need to find a job to keep the missus off my back.”
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Distortion and omission
Distortion
Distortion
Accurate
Insertion

Exercise - Idioms
Rip off > Too expensive
A coldie > A beer
On the same page > Thinking the same way
Paid peanuts > Little pay
Giving him a run for his money > Making him work hard

Exercise – Repetitions video
What is wrong with the first request for a repeat?
• The Interpreter let the English speaker talk for too long before interrupting and requesting a
repeat.
• The Interpreter asked the English speaker to repeat all of the information and didn’t specify which
parts were missed.
Why is the second way better?
• The Interpreter was more specific about which sections of the dialogue were missed and clarified
only this information.
• This is less of a burden on the speaker, and the technique more polite.
Exercise – Flexibility – Cloze Test
David wants to pack/get/fill/load/empty the car ready for tomorrow.
1. When I got onto the bus the driver checked/looked at/read/didn’t even look at/didn’t believe me that
I’d lost my ticket
2. He doesn’t want his kids to run/fall/hurt themselves/break something/yell/spend all day/play with the
other kids in the playground
3. You will go in the front door of the hospital and see/notice/visit/then go straight to the reception on
the left.
4. Do you think we/it/they/he/she/evidence/testimony/if I promise to do rehab that will change the
judge’s decision?
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